
Going the beach is something that everybody 
should be able to enjoy no matter your age.

We hear stories every day of people wanting to visit the beach but not able to 
because of a leg injury or not being a stable walker.

At Push Mobility we’re super excited to bring to market the Beach Walker giving 
people a hand getting over sand to enjoy the beach just like everyone else. 

The beach walker looks a little different to the every day walker in that it has four 
large beach wheels making it possible to use on sand.

The key is the front wheels are in perfect alignment with the rear wheels mean-
ing that the front wheels create a track for the rear wheels to follow making it 
possible to get over soft sand.

The Beach Walker is fitted with a brake allowing the user to slow down going 
down hill and a park brake to engage when you found a place to set up on the 
beach. 

The handles are ergonomically designed to mould your hand for a super grip.

The padded seat is comfortable and a padded back support rail behind the seat 
offers extra support and comfort when seated. 

Under the padded seat you will find a large storage compartment which has a 
heap of room to pack a towel, sunscreen and other beach essentials.

The beach walker folds up to fit into a small car and weights just over 8kg.

The handles are height adjustable and can be changed quick and easily.

Only the best quality materials have gone into making this great beach walker in-
cluding lightweight anodised alloy frame and stainless steel wheel forks to avoid 
corrosion allowing for many years of use.

To maintain the walker, simply give it a good wash down with fresh water after 
each use.

Key Features:

• Lightweight anodised #316L alloy frame
• 10 year frame warranty
• Fits through a standard doorway
• Basket for storage
• Portable and can easily foot in a boot
• Super grip push handles
• Height adjustable hand grip
• Stainless steel front wheel folks
• Hand brake with locking mechanism
• Folding padded seat
• Stainless steel erosion resistant casters
• Pneumatic sand loving beach wheels
• Width: 43cm
• Height: 56cm
• Weight: 8.2kg
• 130 kg Max user weight 

 
“We have residents who grew up on and around the beach 
and who haven’t had the opportunity to be on the sand for 
20 or 30 years,” ACH Group

The Beach Walker provides stability to individuals in 
walking on sandy beaches, rough terrain and even snow 
that normal walkers cannot accommodate. Light weight, 
portable and ready to go when you are.

Contact the Push team for a trial or to order yours today.

1300 721 328


